
Smarter Science Better Buildings 
Western Development Museum - Yorkton 

Students will work their way through the Museum building and exhibits, answering 
questions provided and discussing what they see. They will explore the Settler’s Cabin and 
Showcase Room exhibits as well as the 100 Years of Saskatchewan History exhibit. 

ENTER THE MUSEUM GALLERIES 

Stop as you enter the Museum and look past the exhibits at the Museum building including 
the roof, doors, lights and walls.  Did you notice what a big space it is? 

The WDM Yorkton was originally housed in a hangar at the airport. This building opened in 
1972. The Museum was built to provide lots of space for exhibits and visitors.  

Think about the size of the building.   
Why might it be harder for businesses to be energy efficient, compared to a home?  _____ 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you have any suggestions that would help make it easier to heat (or cool) a large 

building? __________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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MOVE TO YORKTON LOCAL HISTORY EXHIBIT 

1. As you move through the Museum, keep an eye out for different building materials
and how they have been used in constructing local buildings. Make a list below.

Material Building(s) 

Bricks Original flour mill (1883, Local History) 

BONUS QUESTION: What year did air-conditioned banking come to Yorkton? __________ 
HINT - Find the newspaper in the Local History Exhibit. 
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MOVE TO SETTLER’S CABIN 

Around one hundred years ago, trees were cut to 
make this home near Theodore. It was moved into 
the Museum in 2003. 

1. List the materials that were used to build this

home.  Where would local builders get these materials? 

_____________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________  

2. What technique was used to make the original roof?  _________________________

VOCABULARY: What is thatching? A thatched roof is made of 
many layers of rye (grain) stalks. The stalks of rye are tied into 
bundles.  The bundles are laid onto each other to create layers 
just like today’s shingles. The thick bundles and layering keep the 
rain from coming through.  A well-thatched roof lasts about 30 
years, is waterproof and provides excellent insulation.  

3. Estimate the area (length x width) of this home in meters squared (m2):

   _________(length in meters) 
x _________(width in meters) 
= _________  m2  
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a. How does this compare to your home today? __________________________

b. How does the size of a home impact the amount of energy required to heat

or cool it?  ______________________________________________________

4. Estimate the thickness of this building’s walls: _______________________________

5. Notice the wall hangings along the back wall. They are called kylyms. How might

they add energy efficiency to this home?  __________________________________

6. What was used to heat this building?

_________________________________________________ 

VOCABULARY: What is a piche (pronounced peach) oven? 
Originally, Ukrainian piche ovens would have been made with a 
base platform of poplar logs, over which coarse gravel or small 
stones were laid, and then covered with a several coats of clay. 
Supple green willow stalks were bent to form the frame. Clay mixed 
with straw or grass was plastered over the willow frame, followed 
by several more layers of clay. 

7. Can you find the ‘hidden’ bed? What benefits are there to the bed’s placement in

the home? ___________________________________________________________

8. What provided light for this building?  _____________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

9. How many windows are there? _______________
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10. How many panes of glass are in the windows? _________________

MOVE TO BRITISH SHOWCASE ROOM 

This parlour represents the story of immigration from 
the British Isles. Many people from Scotland, Ireland, 
England and Wales moved to Canada to escape 
economic hardship and poverty. 

1. What provides light in this room? ___________

Vocabulary: What is kerosene?  A flammable 
chemical distilled from petroleum. It is used in  

  heating, fueling vehicles and in home lanterns.  

2. How is this different than the way we light our homes today? __________________

_____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ ________

a. How might these differences have changed how we view and use light in our

homes? ________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

3. What heats this room? _______________

4. Notice the gramophone and pump organ. What provides power for these musical

instruments? _________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________ 

MOVE TO GERMAN SHOWCASE ROOM 

This dining room represents the cultural heritage of 
German settlers. Germans have a long history of 
settlement in Eastern Canada. By the early 1900s, 
German-speaking groups were attracted to the 
Canadian West, mostly for its agricultural potential. 

1. Notice the record player in the corner. It uses

electricity.  Why might a family whose home has

electricity choose to continue to use kerosene lamps? _____________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

MOVE TO AMERICAN SHOWCASE ROOM 

Many Americans came to the Canadian west at the 
beginning of the 1900s. American settlers sold their 
small corn or wheat farms and came north, with 
money and knowledge of dryland farming techniques. 

1. What provides the power for the sewing machine

in this room? ____________________

2. Notice the water pitcher on the stand in the corner. What might this tell you about

this family’s home? ____________________________________________________
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MOVE TO UKRAINIAN SHOWCASE ROOM 

Ukrainian settlers brought traditional 
cultural beliefs to Canada. In this room is 
the wheat which symbolized the spirits of 
fields and soil, embroidery work and 
pysanka, decorated eggs. 

1. What provided the heat for this

room?  ______________________

2. What might be a downside to using the oven in the hot summer months? ________

_____________________________________________________________________

VOCABULARY: What is a summer kitchen? Sometimes settlers would build a small
building near their house where cooking was done in hot weather.

3. Does your family change how they cook in the summer to avoid adding extra heat to

the house? If so, what do you do differently? ________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

MOVE TO TIMELINE (100 Years of Saskatchewan History) 
1913 – Saskatchewan’s first electric railways began operation in which two cities? 

         ____________________________________________________________________ 

1916 – An unusual experiment. In the space below, draw the vehicle tested by the U of S in 

this year. What provided the fuel for this vehicle? _________________________________ 
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1929 – Lighting up Saskatchewan. Regina had electric lights as early as ________.  How 

many electricity generating stations were in operation in Saskatchewan in 1920? ________ 

Did you know that electricity came to Yorkton in 1911? 

1949 – What Act was passed that led to Saskatchewan Power Corporation extending power 

lines to thousands of farms? ___________________________________________________ 

What two things does the farm woman quoted look forward to no longer having to 

do with her coal oil lamps?  ______________________________________________ 

1951 – Which three cities used natural gas for heating in 1950? 

 ____________________________________________________________________ 

1959 – Two new generating stations opened this year. Where are they, what are their 

names, and what fuels do they use? 

Location Name Fuel 

1959 – South Saskatchewan River Dam Project gets underway. Where are the dams? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

1960 – What convenience made its way to rural homes through assistance from the Family 

Farm Improvements program beginning in 1960? __________________________________ 
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1963 – A new generating station opened this year. Where is it, what is its name, and what 

fuel does it use? 

Location Name Fuel 

1977 – Canada’s first ________________________________ ___ was built in Regina. 

1981 – A new generating station opened this year. Where is it, what is its name, and what 
fuel does it use?  
Location Name Fuel 

1989 – How many hydro plants make up the Athabasca Hydro System? ________________ 

1992 – A new generating station opened this year. Where is it, what is its name, and what 
fuel does it use? 
Location Name Fuel 

What is the extra heat generated by this power station used for? _______________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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1996 – How is the Estevan power plant cooled? ___________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

VOCABULARY: What is a wetland? Land consisting of marshes or swamps, often 
inhabited by wildlife such as birds.  

2002 – What innovative new use for canola oil (a renewable resource) did the city of 

Saskatoon first test in 2002? ___________________________________________________  

2002 – What renewable power source was first harnessed by SaskPower in 2002? _______ 

REVIEW 
What surprised you today? ___________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

What do you want to learn more about? ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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Smarter Science Better Buildings - Yorkton 
Workstation Guiding Questions – Pages 12-17 

 BUILDING MATERIALS 

Spend some time looking over the materials at the display.  Use these questions to help focus 
your investigations. 

1. Why is it important to consider the whole life cycle of building materials?  Describe how this
information could affect how we choose products?

2. How do materials that have a high R value increase the energy efficiency of a building?

3. Name one social, environmental or economic benefit of building an energy efficient home.

4. Check (✓) sustainable building materials, and for one item, explain why you chose it.

Vinyl flooring Polyurethane insulation Concrete board siding 

Reclaimed or FSC wood Granite countertops Triple pane windows 

Metal roofing Straw bale insulation Other: 

Item: _____________________ 
Why I would choose it: 

5. In Saved from the Landfill, 67,436 tonnes of material kept out of the landfill equalled 95% of
the weight. What was the weight of the material that went to landfill (5%)?
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RETROFITS 
 
Spend some time looking over the materials at the display. Use these questions to help focus 
your investigations. 
 

1. Compare the EnerGuide® ratings of the historical and modern houses. What factors helped 
the older homes use less energy? What factors help the modern homes use less energy? 

 
 
 
 

2. Test the window display.  Which types of glass allow more heat to escape? Which kinds keep 
more heat in and how does their construction contribute to this? 

 
 
 

3. Do you have a programmable thermostat in your home? Program this one to the suggested 
setting and then consider doing the same thing in your home. How would it help you save 
energy? 

 

 

4. Try out the home retrofit samples like weather stripping, pipe and wall place insulation. 
Which retrofits would be useful in your home and where would you use them? 

 
 
 
 

5. Insulating the basement/foundation of the 1970s Split-Level home will reduce the home’s 
energy use by 25 GJ/year. Calculate the reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from making 
this retrofit to the home. Use this calculation: 

25GJ/year x 50kgCO2/GJ = ________________________ kgCO2/year reduction 
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SOLAR 
 
Spend some time looking over the materials at the display.  Use these questions to help focus 
your investigations. 
 

1. Explain convection, conduction, and radiation. Hint: They are part of the radiant floor 
heating and solar evacuated tube panels. 

 

 

 

2. Check (✓) ways you could use solar power in your home or school. 

Use natural light 
from windows   

Close curtains to keep 
summer heat out 

Use solar panels for 
yard lighting 

Use solar photovoltaic 
panels to make electricity 
at the cabin 

Use solar thermal panels 
to heat pool water 

Other:  

 

3. Try the solar panel display. What difference do the clouds make to how much the meter 
moves? Why? 

 

4. If your home uses 7500 kWh/yr and the average panel produces 300 kWh/yr, how many 
panels will you need to produce enough electricity for your home? 

 

 

5. List buildings in your neighbourhood whose roofs are large or face south, aren’t shaded by 
trees or buildings, and could be used to hold solar panels. 
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WATER 
 
Spend some time looking over the materials at the display.  Use these questions to help focus 
your investigations. 
 

1. How does the drain water heat recovery Powerpipe use conduction to save energy? Look at 
the large copper pipe on the left side of the display. 
 

 

2. Explain how a grey water system described here works to make use of rainwater. 

 

 

3. Look at Try This! Using a water efficient low flow showerhead, calculate the amount of water 
used for a 5 minute shower, compared to a 20 minute shower. 

6L/min x 5min = _________ L 6L/min x 20min = _________ L 

How much water do you save by shortening your shower this much? 

 

4. Check (✓) ways you could save water in your home and at school. 

Turn off the tap while 
brushing your teeth 

Replace your old washing 
machine with an ENERGY 
STAR® washing machine 

Replace your old dishwasher 
with an ENERGY STAR® 
dishwasher 

Fix a leaking toilet Turn off the tap after 
washing your hands 

Take a shorter shower 

Collect rainwater Grow drought tolerant plants Other: 
 

5. People in the UK (United Kingdom – England, Scotland, Wales & Northern Ireland) use half 
the water that we do in Canada.  What do you think they are doing differently? 
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NET ZERO HOME 
 

Spend some time looking over the materials at the display.  Use these questions to help focus 
your investigations. 
 

1. LEED buildings reach a high standard of energy efficiency.  Why do you think awareness and 
education are included in the checklist? 

 

 

 

2. List the things that make up the building envelope. Why is it important for the envelope to be 
airtight and have good insulation? 

 

 

3. What is thermal bridging and how does the double wall construction reduce it? 

 

 

4.  

 

 
 
 
 

5. “Warming of the climate system is unequivocal [and] Human influence on the climate 
system is clear.” – Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Climate Change 2013. The Physical Science 
Basis, Summary for Policymakers 
 

a. What does “unequivocal” mean? 
b. What does “human influence on the climate system is clear” mean? 

 

 
Q = A x ∆T 
           R 

 
When you “turned down” the thermostat (∆T), what happened to the 
power (Q), consumption of the house? Why? 
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LIGHTING & APPLIANCES 
 
Spend some time looking over the materials at the display.  Use these questions to help focus 
your investigations. 
 

1. The average Saskatchewan home uses a lot more electricity than the Vereco NET ZERO 
home.  Name three ways the NET ZERO home uses less. 

 

 

2. Look at the circle graph of household electricity use. Check (✓) ways you think you and your 
family could make changes to save electricity.              

 

3. Look at the light display. Excluding the exit lamp, which light uses the least amount of power? 

 
 
 

4. Look at Try This! We use much more electricity than our parents and grandparents did. Name 
two modern appliances you could do without in order to use less electricity. 

 

 

5. Energy = Power x Time. Explain what this equation means in terms of the kind of lights we 
use and how long they are on. 

Use LED lights Turn out lights that 
aren’t needed 

Dry clothes on the line 

Use timers for lights 
and block heaters 

Use a power bar Unplug electronics 

Buy ENERGY STAR® 
appliances 

Reduce Air Conditioner 
use by setting the 
thermostat to 24ºC 

Other: 
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